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Barriers to
addressing the
opioid crisis

Pamela Petersen-Baston

No single approach can solve all the issues
related to the misuse of opioids and other
drugs.

Individual barriers
While there is an extensive knowledge base about brain
and behavioral science, the evidence does not always reach
behavioral health professionals or other professionals who
interact with people with substance use disorder. In particular,
many such professionals have not received training about how
opioid use disorder reduces an individual’s ability to prioritize
beneficial behaviors over destructive ones. They may also be
unaware of the research that shows that those with substance use
disorder have a limited ability to exert control over destructive
behaviors, even when not dealing with these behaviors could lead
to catastrophic results.

Lack of knowledge about brain
and behavioral science findings on
addiction may lead to stigmatization of
opioid use disorder.
Lack of knowledge about brain and behavioral science findings
on addiction may lead to stigmatization of opioid use disorder
and other substance use disorders. When a provider inaccurately
believes that a person has control over substance use disorder,
they may blame the patient for developing the condition. In turn,
people who experience this stigma may be less likely to seek out
treatment services and access those services, and more likely to
drop out of care early when they do access it.
While the initial decision to use substances may be voluntary
(though coercion is sometimes a factor), the brain changes
that occur in some substance users over time may challenge a
person’s self-control and ability to resist intense impulses to
continue using substances.
Individuals struggling with opioid use disorder often have
significant and complex histories of physical and sexual abuse,
abandonment, loss, and associated trauma that adversely affect
their ability to engage in and comply with treatment programs.
Trauma-informed treatment has been shown to effectively
address challenging behaviors exhibited by individuals with a
history of trauma.
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In addition, individuals often have complex family dynamics
such as multi-generational substance use disorder, multiage sibling groups who are themselves adversely affected by
parental use, or drug-using partners who can sabotage recovery
efforts. Failure to address these complex issues can result in
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There are two types of barriers to addressing the opioid crisis:
those related to individuals, and those related to systems.
Although there is a considerable amount of research on the most
effective ways to treat opioid use disorder, there are also many
missed opportunities to apply common sense and compassion.
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treatment failure for the individual, and missed opportunities to stabilize their family and
environment.

Systems barriers
Punitive rather than therapeutic enrollment policies and excessive wait times contribute
to a system that is extremely difficult to navigate, even for people who work in the field, let
alone for people in need of treatment.

Punitive rather than therapeutic enrollment policies
and excessive wait times contribute to a system that is
extremely difficult to navigate
Only about 10 percent of people who need treatment get it, and treatment often begins
years, and in some cases, decades, after the onset of drug dependence.1 Overall, patients
participating in addiction treatment programs have less than a 50 percent completion rate.2
Some programs eject people for exhibiting behaviors that are the very symptoms of their
substance use disorder, such as having a positive drug test. In the treatment of any other
health condition—for example, diabetes or hypertension—a return of symptoms would lead
to continuing or adjusting treatment rather than halting it. Further, treatment programs
rarely accommodate families; only about 3 percent of residential programs allow mothers
and children to stay together.3 We can and must do better.
The National Institute on Drug Abuse reports that for residential or outpatient treatment,
participation for less than 90 days is of limited effectiveness, and a longer treatment period
is recommended in order to maintain positive outcomes.4 For methadone maintenance,
12 months is considered the minimum, and some opioid-addicted individuals continue to
benefit from methadone maintenance for many years, but many treatment programs are
successful with a treatment period of less than one year.5 Similarly, while at least five years
of continuing care is recommended to ensure that a person stays in recovery, few programs
offer this.6
Medication assisted treatment, which combines behavioral therapy and medications, has
proven to be a particularly effective treatment for substance use disorders.7 However, many
programs do not offer this type of treatment. Finally, when substance use disorder recurs
following treatment, this is generally attributed to a failure of the patient rather than a
failure of the treatment method.
The combination of individual and systems barriers to addressing the opioid crisis suggests
that no single approach can end the opioid crisis. However, it is possible to align and
balance services, supports, and accountability with the challenges that individuals and
families with opioid use disorder present to human services programs. Individuals directly
and indirectly affected by opioid and other substance use disorders deserve nothing less.n
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